
Professor Katrika Sterling-Hamilton:                                              

SPC 1017-Fundamentals of Speech 

Lesson Plan: SENCER Group Research Presentation:                                          

Project MUVE (Museum Volunteer for the Environment) & Virginia Key Beach                                                                                                                                          

Practitioners seeking to incorporate a deeper meaning to student learning must consider 

incorporating Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) learning.  As 

educators we must prepare students for the real world and what better way to achieve 

this than through incorporating the STEM approach. Besides library books and internet 

searches, research should include communicating with experts.  Email, blogs, on-line 

chats; video-conferencing and other social networking tool and strategies not only add 

to learning but teach our students the importance of networking and connecting in the 

learning process.  Crosby (2013) states the following STEM is the foundation for: 

■Producing critical thinkers, innovators and problem-solvers 

■Connecting classroom lessons to real-world problems 

■Encouraging inquiry and collaborative learning 

■ College and career readiness 

■Fostering cross-sector partnerships that provide informal learning opportunities 

 

This project reflects the following outcomes: 

Miami Dade College General Education Outcomes: 
 
Outcome #1: Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading, and   
                                      writing skills 
Outcome #3: Solve problems using critical and creative thinking 
Outcome #4:   Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate, and apply information 
Outcome #5:   Demonstrate knowledge of diverse cultures, including global and  
                                 historical perspectives 
Outcome #9:   Demonstrate an appreciation for aesthetic and creative activities 
Outcome #10:  Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of  
                                humans on the environment. 

 

The following information will be provided to each student 

before executing the project:       
▪An overview of the College Big Ten 

▪The history behind Virginia Beach and its impact on society 

▪The causes of the current stresses of Virginia Key Beach 

▪Discussion about how the local community is coming together through MUVE 

▪ An Explanation of the beach affects the ecosystem 



▪Discussion about the importance of promoting sustainability in the college learning 

environment 

 

This assignment has seven goals:                                                                                          
▪Students will become active learners and bring awareness to the damage Virginia Key 

Beach has undergone  

▪The students will be able to correctly identify the five areas in environmental cleanup 

concerning Virginia Key Beach 

▪Students will learn how they can play a part in cleanup efforts                                              

▪Students will learn how MUVE promotes and practice sustainability                                                                                                         

▪Students will develop leadership skills and learn the reasons in support the bleach 

cleanup effort  

▪The students will employ a group decision-making technique such as brainstorming  

▪The students will use multimedia for presentations and share their research experience 

 

For this service learning/infomercials presentation the following 

will be addressed. 

1. Students will sign up for the Virginia Beach cleanup in groups of 5’s 

2. Students will create a simple survey/ and contact locals for informal 

interviews 

3. Students will journal their experience                                                                                       

4. Students will become “environmental journalist/reporters” presenting a 

10-20 minute infomercial presentation                                                                                                                                                   

5. Students write a group essay addressing questions about sustainability                                        

6. Students will created a simple podcast infomercial/PowerPoint/ sharing their 

individual experience                                    

7. Student’s podcast will be uploaded to YouTube.  

The Infomercial Presentation is a two month project.  

■There are five groups that will collaborate and participate in beach cleanup, research, 

analyze, and share their experiences. Each group will chose one aspects to avoid 

excessive duplication of information. 

1. One group-Focus on Coral Reef Degradation 

2. Second group-Focus of the Marine Life 

3. Third group- Focus on the Erosion 

4. Fourth group- Focus on the Mangroves  

5. Fifth group- Threats and Conservation 



■The following will guide the writing of the research paper.  

1. Name of event attended or name of service learning organization? What was the 

purpose of the event/organization? What problem does the Beach face? How 

does the organization promote sustainability for example, recycling, energy 

reduction efforts, green cleaning programs/community efforts, workshops on 

sustainability etc…? Describe experience. 

2.  What was the most interesting aspect of Virginia Key Beach? What are the 

social, cultural, ethical, or global issues relating to Coral Reef Degradation, 

Marine Life, Erosion, Mangroves and Environment Conservation?  What was 

the perception about those issues?  What else stood out in this experience? 

Examine experience from Personal Perspective. 

 

3. Why is Project MUVE significant to sustainably and Virginia Key Beach?  How 

did it impact you?  What was the draw back?  Examine experience from a 

Civic Perspective. Civic engagement means working to make a difference in 

the civic life of our communities and developing the combination of knowledge, 

skills, values and motivation to make that difference. In other words, what is 

the organization trying to accomplish?  How do they approach sustainable 

issues/challenges?  What’s their impact in the community? 

 

4. How is this significant to your future career, if possible or students who may be 

pursuing this field?  How does promoting sustainable practices or programs 

beneficial to the community/college? Examine experience from a Civic 

Perspective. 

 

5. Articulate Learning-How can this experience be connected to TLO’s listed 

below?  What did the group gain from this experience? What actions should 

society take to help preserve the beach? Define what the Ten Learning 

Outcomes represent. Use two to four outcomes and explain, make clear 

connections. Think critically! 

6. Each group will present their information with style, eloquence, and creativity. 

7. All groups must have PowerPoint presentations incorporating images of 

their clean up. 
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